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THE LEAF SPACE OF A MULTIPLICATIVE FOLIATION
M. Jotz
Section de Mathe´matiques
Ecole Polytechnique Fe´de´rale de Lausanne
CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland
Abstract. We show that if a smooth multiplicative subbundle S ⊆ TG on a
groupoid G⇒P is involutive and satisfies completeness conditions, then its leaf
space G/S inherits a groupoid structure over the space of leaves of TP ∩ S in
P .
As an application, a special class of Dirac groupoids is shown to project by
forward Dirac maps to Poisson groupoids.
Dedicated to Tudor Ratiu for his 60th birthday.
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1. Introduction
Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g = TeG and multiplication map m :
G × G → G. Then the tangent space TG of G is also a Lie group with unit
0e ∈ g and multiplication map Tm : TG×TG→ TG. A multiplicative distribution
S ⊆ TG is a distribution on G, i.e., S(g) := S ∩ TgG is a vector subspace of TgG
for all g ∈ G, that is in addition a subgroup of TG. Since at each g ∈ G, S(g) is
a vector subspace of TgG, the zero section of TG is contained in S. Thus, using
T(g,h)m(0g, vh) = ThLgvh for any g, h ∈ G and vh ∈ ThG, where Lg : G→ G is the
left translation by g, we find that the distribution S is left invariant. It follows that
S is a smooth left invariant subbundle of TG defined by S(g) = sL(g), where s the
vector subspace S(e) = S ∩ g of g. In the same manner, S is right invariant and we
find thus that s is invariant under the adjoint action of G on g. Hence, s is an ideal
in g and the subbundle S ⊆ TG is completely integrable in the sense of Frobenius.
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Its leaf N through the unit element e of G is a normal subgroup of G and since the
leaf space G/S of S is equal to G/N , it inherits a group structure from G such that
the projection G → G/N is a homomorphism of groups. If N is closed in G, the
foliation by S is simple and the leaf space G/S = G/N is a Lie group such that the
projection is a smooth surjective submersion. Similar discussions leading to this
result can be found in [Ort08, Jot11b].
If G⇒P is a Lie groupoid, its tangent space TG is, in the same manner as in
the Lie group case, a Lie groupoid over the tangent space TP of the units. A
distribution S ⊆ TG on G is multiplicative if it is a subgroupoid of TG⇒TP .
The problem studied in this paper is hence natural: we ask how the simple fact
stated above about the leaf space of a multiplicative distribution on a Lie group
generalizes to Lie groupoids. We consider smooth multiplicative and involutive
subbundles S ⊆ TG (that is, distributions of constant rank). The foliation of G
by the leaves of S is then said to be multiplicative and the intersection TP ∩ S is
automatically an involutive subbundle of TP . We show that the leaf space G/S
inherits the source, target, unit inclusion and inversion maps of a groupoid over
the space of leaves in P of TP ∩ S, that are all compatible with the projections
G→ G/S and P → P/(TP ∩ S). To be able to define a multiplication on the leaf
space, we have to assume that a special family of vector fields spanning S on the
Lie groupoid is complete in a sense that will be explained, and that a compatibility
condition on the intersections of the leaves with the s-fibers is satisfied.
If the foliations S and S ∩ TP are simple, we get hence, under these conditions,
the structure of a Lie groupoid on the leaf space G/S⇒P/(S ∩ TP ), such that the
projection is a Lie groupoid morphism.
Using a partial S ∩ TP -connection on AG/(AG ∩ S) that is naturally induced
by the multiplicative, involutive subbundle S ⊆ TG [JO11], we show that Γ(AG)
is spanned as a C∞(P )-module by sections which left invariant images leave S
invariant. We show that under (rather strong) conditions on these special left
invariant vector fields that leave the foliation invariant, the completeness condition
on S is not necessary and the compatibility condition that is necessary for the
multiplication is satisfied.
We illustrate the theory by four examples. The first two examples (Examples 3.2
and 3.3) illustrate the result of the main theorem, and the third example (Example
3.16) shows that we recover as a special case the quotient of a Lie groupoid by a
Lie group action by groupoid morphisms. This example suggests that our main
theorem (Theorem 3.14) could be useful for discrete mechanics on groupoids (see
Remark 3.17). The fourth example (Example 3.19, which is taken from [Zam10])
is an example of a multiplicative foliation on a Lie groupoid that doesn’t satisfy
the necessary condition and which space of leaves fails hence to inherit a groupoid
multiplication.
As an application, we show that if (G⇒P,DG) is a Dirac groupoid such that the
characteristic distribution TG ∩ DG has constant rank and its leaf space is simple
and satisfies the required conditions, then the quotient Lie groupoid inherits the
structure of a Poisson groupoid such that the quotient map is a forward Dirac map
and a morphism of Lie groupoids. Again, this is a fact that is automatically true for
an integrable Dirac Lie group if the leaf N through the unit e of the characteristic
foliation is closed in the group ([Jot11b]).
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Notations and conventions. Let M be a smooth manifold. We will denote by
X(M) and Ω1(M) the spaces of (local) smooth sections of the tangent and the
cotangent bundle of M , respectively. For an arbitrary vector bundle E → M , the
space of (local) sections of E will be written Γ(E). We will write Dom(σ) for the
open subset of the smooth manifold M where the local section σ ∈ Γ(E) is defined.
A distribution F on a smooth manifold M is a subset F ⊆ TM such that
F (m) := F ∩ TmM is a vector subspace of TmM for all m ∈ M . The distribution
is smooth if for all vm ∈ F (m), there exists a smooth vector field X ∈ X(M) with
values in F such that X(m) = vm. Note that in general, the rank of F (m) depends
on m. If not, then F is simply a subbundle of TM .
The pullback or restriction of a distribution F ⊆ TM to an embedded submani-
fold N of M will be written F |N . We say that the distribution F has constant rank
on N if the pullback F |N is a vector bundle over N , i.e., if all its fibers have the
same dimension.
Assume that F is an involutive subbundle of TM , hence completely integrable
in the sense of Frobenius. We say that F , or the foliation defined by F , is simple if
the leaf space M/F of the foliation is a smooth manifold such that the projection
M →M/F is a smooth surjective submersion.
We write E×M F for the direct sum of two vector bundles E →M and F →M .
The Pontryagin bundle of M is the direct sum TM ×M T
∗M →M . 1
Assume finally that M,N are smooth manifolds and f : M → N is a smooth
surjective submersion. The tangent space to the f -fibers will be written T fM =
ker(Tf : TM → TN) ⊆ TM .
2. The Pontryagin groupoid of a Lie groupoid
The general theory of Lie groupoids and their Lie algebroids can be found in
[Mac05], [MM03]. We fix here first of all some notations and conventions.
A groupoid G with base P will be written G⇒P . The set P will be considered
most of the time as a subset of G, that is, the unity 1p will be identified with p for
all p ∈ P . A Lie groupoid is a groupoid G on base P together with the structures
of smooth Hausdorff manifolds on G and P such that the maps s, t : G → P are
surjective submersions, and such that the object inclusion map ǫ : P →֒ G, p 7→ 1p
and the partial multiplication m : G×P G→ G are all smooth.
Let g ∈ G, then the right translation by g is
Rg : s
−1(t(g))→ s−1(s(g)), h 7→ Rg(h) = h ⋆ g.
The left translation Lg is defined in an analogous manner. Given a (local) bisection
K of G⇒P , we write also RK for the right-translation.
In this paper, the Lie algebroid of the Lie groupoid G⇒P is AG := T tPG,
equipped with the anchor map T s|AG and the Lie bracket defined by the left invari-
ant vector fields.
We give in the following the induced Lie groupoid structures on the tangent,
cotangent and Pontryagin bundle of a Lie groupoid.
1Note that this vector bundle is also sometimes called the generalized tangent bundle in the
literature.
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The tangent prolongation of a Lie groupoid. Let G⇒P be a Lie groupoid.
Applying the tangent functor to each of the maps defining G yields a Lie groupoid
structure on TGwith base TP , source T s, target T t and multiplication Tm : T (G×P
G) → TG. The identity at vp ∈ TpP is 1vp = Tpǫvp. This defines the tangent
prolongation TG⇒TP of G⇒P or the tangent groupoid associated to G⇒P .
The cotangent Lie groupoid defined by a Lie groupoid. If G⇒P is a Lie
groupoid, then there is also an induced Lie groupoid structure on T ∗G⇒A∗G =
(TP )◦. The source map sˆ : T ∗G→ A∗G is given by
sˆ(αg) ∈ A
∗
s(g)G for αg ∈ T
∗
gG, sˆ(αg)(us(g)) = αg(Ts(g)Lgus(g))
for all us(g) ∈ As(g)G, and the target map tˆ : T
∗G→ A∗G is given by
tˆ(αg) ∈ A
∗
t(g)G, tˆ(αg)(ut(g)) = αg
(
Tt(g)Rg(ut(g) − Tt(g)sut(g))
)
for all ut(g) ∈ At(g)G. If sˆ(αg) = tˆ(αh), then the product αg ⋆ αh is defined by
(αg ⋆ αh)(vg ⋆ vh) = αg(vg) + αh(vh)
for all composable pairs (vg, vh) ∈ T(g,h)(G ×P G). This Lie groupoid structure
was introduced in [CDW87] and is explained for instance in [CDW87], [Pra88] and
[Mac05].
The “Pontryagin groupoid” of a Lie groupoid. If G⇒P is a Lie groupoid,
there is hence an induced Lie groupoid structure on PG = TG×G T
∗G over TP ×P
A∗G. We will write Tt for the target map
Tt : TG×G T
∗G → TP ×P A
∗G
(vg, αg) 7→
(
T t(vg), tˆ(αg)
) ,
Ts for the source map
Ts : TG×G T
∗G→ TP ×P A
∗G
and Tǫ, Ti, Tm for the embedding of the units, the inversion map and the multipli-
cation of this Lie groupoid.
3. Multiplicative subbundles of the tangent space TG.
We start with the definition of a multiplicative distribution on a Lie groupoid
G⇒P . Later, we will mostly be interested in multiplicative subbundles of the tan-
gent bundle TG. Yet, as we will see in Examples 3.2 and 3.3, our main result
can already be valid in the more general setting of smooth integrable multiplicative
distributions. Since the discussion about the Lie group case in the introduction
also starts from (even non necessarily smooth) distributions, we prefer to give the
general definition here.
Definition 3.1. Let G ⇒ P be a Lie groupoid and TG⇒TP its tangent pro-
longation. A distribution S ⊆ TG is multiplicative if S is a (set) subgroupoid of
TG⇒TP .
Note that this means in particular that Tgs(vg) ∈ S(s(g)) and Tgt(vg) ∈ S(t(g))
for all g ∈ G and vg ∈ S(g).
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3.1. Examples. The two examples in this subsection illustrate the general theory
in the following sections. We study two completely integrable, multiplicative smooth
distributions on special classes of Lie groupoids and show that their spaces of leaves
inherit groupoid structures. In the general theory, we will have to assume that the
distributions have constant rank, that the elements of a special family of vector
fields spanning S are complete, and that a compatibility condition on the leaves
and the multiplication is satisfied.
We will see in both examples that the leaf spaces inherit groupoid structures,
although the studied distributions are here not necessarily subbundles of the tangent
space. This shows that our main theorem can also hold for leaf spaces of singular
distributions.
Example 3.2. Let M be a smooth manifold and M ×M⇒M the pair groupoid
associated to it. If F is a smooth distribution on M , then S := F × F ⊆ TM ×
TM ≃ T (M ×M) is a smooth multiplicative distribution in TM ×TM⇒TM . Its
intersection with T∆M is ∆F , where ∆F (m,m) = {(vm, vm) | vm ∈ F (m)}, which
is also a smooth distribution on ∆M .
If F is completely integrable in the sense of Stefan and Sussmann, then S and
∆F are also completely integrable. Let prS : M ×M → (M ×M)/S and prF :
M → M/F be the quotient maps. If Lm, respectively Ln is the leaf of F through
m, respectively n, then the leaf of S through (m,n) ∈M ×M is L(m,n) = Lm×Ln.
Thus, the space (M ×M)/S of leaves of S coincides with M/F ×M/F via the map
Φ : (M ×M)/S →M/F ×M/F , prS(m,n) 7→ (prF (m), prF (n)).
Since the following diagram commutes,
M ×M
prS

prF × prF
((Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
(M ×M)/S
Φ
// M/F ×M/F
it is easy to check that Φ is a homeomorphism.
The groupoid structure on (M ×M)/S ≃M/F ×M/F is just the pair groupoid
structure M/F ×M/F⇒M/F and (prS , prF ) is a groupoid morphism. That is,
the following diagram commutes
M ×M
prS
//
s

t

(M ×M)/S
s

t

M prF
// M/F
and we have prS((m,n) ⋆ (n, p)) = prS(m,n) ⋆ prS(n, p) for all m,n, p ∈M .
Note that in general, (M × M)/S → M/F is not a Lie groupoid since the
quotients (M ×M)/S and M/F are not necessarily smooth manifolds. If F is an
involutive subbundle of TM such that the leaf space M/F is a smooth manifold
and prF : M → M/F a smooth surjective submersion, then the induced groupoid
(M ×M)/S⇒M/F is a Lie groupoid.
Example 3.3. Let M be a smooth manifold and p : Rk × M → M the trivial
vector bundle over M . Then Rk ×M⇒M has the structure of a Lie groupoid over
the base M .
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We identify in the following T (Rk × M) with Rk × Rk × TM , and we write
T(x,m)(R
k×M) = {x}×Rk×TmM . The source and target maps in T (R
k×M)⇒TM
are then T s(x, v, vm) = T t(x, v, vm) = vm and the partial multiplication is given by
(x, v, vm) ⋆ (y, w, vm) = (x+ y, v +w, vm). Hence, the groupoid T (R
k ×M)⇒TM
is the vector bundle groupoid R2k × TM⇒TM .
Consider a completely integrable, smooth distribution F on M and a vector
subspace W ⊆ Rk. It is easy to see that S := Rk × W × F is an integrable
multiplicative distribution in T (Rk ×M).
The leaf of S through (x,m) is the set (x+W )×Lm, where Lm is the leaf of F
through m. The intersection TM ∩ S equals F and we have a (singular) foliation
M/F . It is easy to see that the quotient (Rk ×M)/S ≃ (Rk/W )× (M/F ) inherits
the structure of a groupoid over M/F such that the diagram
Rk ×M
s

t

prS
// (Rk/W )× (M/F )
s

t

M prF
// M/F
commutes and (prS , prF ) is a morphism of groupoids. Here also, we get a Lie
groupoid if and only if F is a simple involutive subbundle of TM , i.e., its leaf space
is a smooth manifold and the projection is a smooth surjective submersion.
Remark 3.4. Note that in Example 3.2, the quotient groupoid (M×M)/S⇒M/F
is exactly the quotient of M ×M⇒M by the kernel of (prS , prF ), i.e., the normal
subgroupoid
N := ker(prS , prF ) = ∪m∈M (Lm × Lm).
In Example 3.3, the groupoid structure on the leaf space does not coincide with the
quotient by the kernel N but rather with the quotient by the normal subgroupoid
system (N,R(prF ), θ), where
N = ker(prS , prF ) = ∪m∈ML(0,m) = W ×M,
R(prF ) = {(m,n) ∈M ×M | m ∼F n}
are the subgroupoids of Rk ×M⇒M and of M ×M⇒M , respectively, and θ is
the action of R(prF ) on G/N := (R
k/W )×M →M given by θ(m,n)(x +W,n) =
(x+W,m) for all x ∈ Rk and (m,n) ∈ R(prF ). These two quotients are explained
in more details in [Jot11a].
This illustrates hence the different definitions of normal subgroupoids objects in
[Mac87] and [Mac05], and the fact that the notion of normal subgroupoid systems
of groupoids is needed to generalize to groupoids the relation between the kernel of
surjective homomorphisms and normal subgroups of a group (see [Mac05] for more
details).
3.2. Properties of multiplicative subbundles of TG. In the following, the
subbundle S ⊆ TG is always assumed to be smooth, even if this is not stated
explicitely.
Lemma 3.5. Let G⇒P be a Lie groupoid and S ⊆ TG a multiplicative subbundle.
Then the intersection S ∩ TP has constant rank on P . Since this is the set of units
of S viewed as a subgroupoid of TG, the pair S⇒(S ∩ TP ) is a Lie groupoid.
The bundle S|P splitts as S|P = (S∩TP )⊕(S∩AG). Furthermore, if we denote by
St the intersection S∩T tG of vector bundles over G, we have St(g) = 0g⋆S
t(s(g)) =
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Ts(g)Lg (S
t(s(g))) for all g ∈ G. In the same manner, Ss(g) = Ss(t(g)) ⋆ 0g for all
g ∈ G.
As a consequence, the intersections S ∩ T tG and S ∩ T sG have constant rank on
G.
Proof. We start by showing that the intersection S|P ∩ TP is smooth. If p ∈ P
and vp ∈ S(p) ∩ TpP , then we find a smooth section X of S defined at p such
that X(p) = vp. The restriction of X to Dom(X) ∩ P is then a smooth section
of S|P , and, since s is a smooth surjective submersion, and S is a subgroupoid of
TG, the image T s(X |S) is a smooth section of S|P ∩ TP . Futhermore, we have
T s(X(p)) = T s(vp) = vp since vp ∈ TpP .
Since the intersection S ∩ TP is a smooth intersection of vector bundles over P ,
we know (for instance by Proposition 4.4 in [JRS´11]) that it is a vector bundle on
P . In particular, it is the set of units of S viewed as a subgroupoid of TG.
Since S is a vector bundle on G, it has constant rank on G and in particular on P .
For each p ∈ P , we can write S(p) = (S(p)∩TpP )× (S(p)∩T
t
pG) = (S(p)∩TpP )×
(S(p) ∩ T spG). Indeed, if vp ∈ S(p), then we can write vp = Tptvp + (vp − Tptvp) =
Tpsvp + (vp − Tpsvp).
From this follows the fact that S|P ∩ T
t
PG and S|P ∩ T
s
PG have constant rank
on P . If vg ∈ S
t(g), then we have T s(0g−1) = 0t(g) = T t(vg), and since S(g
−1) is
a vector subspace of Tg−1G, we have 0g−1 ∈ S(g
−1). Since S is multiplicative, we
find hence 0g−1 ⋆ vg ∈ S(s(g)). The equality 0g−1 ⋆ vg = TgLg−1vg is easy to check.
We show the other inclusion and the equality Ss(g) = Tt(g)Rg (S
s(t(g))) in the same
manner.
Since S|P ∩ AG and S|P ∩ T
s
PG have constant rank on P , we get from this that
S ∩ T tG and S ∩ T sG have constant rank on G. 
Corollary 3.6. Let G⇒P be a Lie groupoid and S a multiplicative subbundle of
TG. The induced maps Tgs : S(g) → S(s(g)) ∩ Ts(g)P and Tgt : S(g) → S(t(g)) ∩
Tt(g)P are surjective for each g ∈ G.
Proof. The map T s : S/(S∩T sG)→ S∩TP is a well-defined injective vector bundle
homomorphism over s : G→ P . Since
rank(S/(S ∩ T sG)) = dim((S/(S ∩ T sG))(g)) = dim(S(g))− dim(S(g) ∩ T sgG)
= dim(S(t(g)))− dim(S(t(g)) ∩ T s
t(g)G)
= dim(S(t(g)) ∩ Tt(g)P ) = rank(S ∩ TP )
for any g ∈ G, both vector bundles have the same rank, and the map is an isomor-
phism in every fiber. Thus, the claim follows. 
The following corollary (see also a result in [Mac00] about star-sections) will be
used often in the following.
Corollary 3.7. Let G⇒P be a Lie groupoid and S ⊆ TG a multiplicative subbundle.
Let X¯ be a section of S ∩ TP defined on Dom(X¯) =: U¯ ⊆ P . Then there exist
sections X,Y ∈ Γ(S) defined on U := s−1(U¯), respectively V = t−1(U¯) such that
X ∼s X¯ and Y ∼t X¯.
Proof. Since the induced map T s : S/(S∩T sG)→ S∩TP is a smooth isomorphism
in every fiber, there exists a unique smooth section σ of S/(S ∩ T sG) defined on
s−1(U¯) such that s(σ(g)) = X¯(s(g)) for all g ∈ U . Choose a representativeX ∈ Γ(S)
for σ, then we have TgsX(g) = X¯(s(g)) for all g ∈ U . 
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We say that a vector field X ∈ X(G) is t- (respectively s-) descending if there
exists X¯ ∈ X(P ) such that X ∼t X¯ (respectively X ∼s X¯), that is, for all g ∈
Dom(X), we have TgtX(g) = X¯(t(g)).
Corollary 3.8. Let G⇒P be a Lie groupoid and S ⊆ TG a multiplicative subbundle.
Then
(1) S is spanned by local t-descending sections and
(2) S is spanned by local s-descending sections.
Proof. Choose g ∈ G and smooth sections X¯1, . . . , X¯k of S ∩ TP spanning S ∩ TP
on a neighborhood U1 of t(g). Choose also Y1, . . . , Ym spanning (S ∩ T
tG)|P in
a neighborhood U2 of s(g). The vector fields Y
l
1 , . . . , Y
l
m span S ∩ T
tG on the
neighborhood s−1(U2) of g and we find smooth t-descending sections X1, . . . , Xk
of S such that Xi ∼t X¯i on t
−1(U1). The sections Y
l
1 , . . . , Y
l
m, X1, . . . , Xk are t-
descending and span S on the neighborhood U := s−1(U2) ∩ t
−1(U1) of g. 
Let M be a smooth manifold and F ⊆ TM a subbundle spanned by a family F
of vector fields. If F is involutive, it is integrable in the sense of Frobenius and each
of its leaves is an accessible set of F, i.e., the leaf Lm of F through m ∈ M is the
set
Lm =
{
φX1t1 ◦ . . . ◦ φ
Xk
tk (m)
∣∣∣∣ k ∈ N, X1, . . . , Xk ∈ F, t1, . . . , tk ∈ Rand φXi is a local flow of Xi
}
(see [OR04], [Ste74], [Sus73], [Ste80]). If the multiplicative subbundle S ⊆ TG
is involutive, we get the following corollary which will be very useful in the next
section.
Corollary 3.9. Let G⇒P be a Lie groupoid and S ⊆ TG an involutive multiplica-
tive subbundle. Then S is completely integrable in the sense of Frobenius and its
leaves are the accessible sets of each of the two following families of vector fields.
F
t
S ={X ∈ Γ(S) | ∃X¯ ∈ X(P ) such that X ∼t X¯}(1)
F
s
S ={X ∈ Γ(S) | ∃X¯ ∈ X(P ) such that X ∼s X¯}.(2)
By Corollary 3.7, there exists for each section X¯ of TP ∩ S defined on U ⊆ P a
section of S that is defined on t−1(U) and t-related to X¯ . We can find a family of
spanning sections of S ∩ TP that are all complete, but the corresponding sections
of S are then not necessarily complete. For the proof of our main theorem, we will
have to assume that S ∩ TP is spanned by the following families of vector fields:
F¯
t
S :=

X¯ ∈ Γ(S ∩ TP )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∃X ∈ Γ(S) such that X ∼t X¯
and X, X¯ are complete,
Dom(X) = t−1(Dom(X¯))

(3)
F¯
s
S :=

X¯ ∈ Γ(S ∩ TP )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∃X ∈ Γ(S) such that X ∼s X¯
and X, X¯ are complete,
Dom(X) = s−1(Dom(X¯))

 .(4)
Note that there exists a complete family F¯tS if and only if there exists a complete
family F¯sS , since the vector fields in F
t
S are the inverses of the vector fields in F
s
S
and vice versa. We say that S is complete if it has this property.
For instance, if G⇒P is such that the target map t (and equivalently the source
map s) is proper, then it is easy to see that any multiplicative subbundle S ⊆ TG
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is complete. Also, note that the multiplicative distributions in Examples 3.2 and
3.3 are complete.
We study now the left invariant vector fields that leave the multiplicative sub-
bundle S invariant. The following lemma is a result that is shown in [JO11].
Lemma 3.10. Let G⇒P be a Lie groupoid and S ⊆ TG an involutive multiplica-
tive subbundle. Then the Bott connection, i.e., the partial S-connection on TG/S,
induces a flat partial S∩TP -connection ∇ on AG/(S∩AG)→ P with the following
property. If a ∈ Γ(AG) is such that its class in Γ (AG/(S ∩AG)) is ∇-parallel, then
the left invariant vector field al satisfies
(5)
[
al,Γ(S)
]
⊆ Γ(S).
Note that (5) is automatically satisfied for any a ∈ Γ(AG∩S) since S is involutive
and al is a section of S ∩ T tG (see Lemma 3.5). We can hence say that a section
a ∈ Γ(AG) is ∇-parallel if its class a¯ in Γ(AG/(AG ∩ S)) is ∇-parallel.
Note also that (5) implies that the flow of al leaves the subbundle S ⊆ TG
invariant. This fact is well-known, see for instance the appendix of [JO11] for a
proof of it.
Corollary 3.11. Let G⇒P be a Lie groupoid and S ⊆ TG an involutive multi-
plicative subbundle. Then AG is spanned by the following family of (local) sections
A
S :=
{
a ∈ Γ(AG)
∣∣[al,Γ(S)] ⊆ Γ(S)} .
Proof. We show that there exists for each point p ∈ P a local frame of ∇-parallel
sections for AG defined on a neighborhood of p, where ∇ is the flat partial S ∩TP -
connection as in the preceding lemma. Let m := dim(P ) and r := rank(AG).
Choose a foliated chart domain U centered at p and described by coordinates
(x1, . . . , xm) such that the first k among them define the local integral subman-
ifold of TP ∩ S containing p. Let Σ ⊆ U be the slice φ−1({0} × Rm−k), where
φ : U → Rm is the chart adapted to the foliation.
Denote l := rank(AG/(AG∩S)). Choose a1, . . . , al ∈ Γ(AG) such that a¯1, . . . , a¯l ∈
Γ(AG/(AG ∩ S)) is a basis frame for AG/(AG ∩ S) on U . We consider this frame
at points of Σ∩U and construct α¯1, . . . , α¯l ∈ Γ(AG/(AG∩S)) as follows. If q ∈ U ,
φ(q) = (x1, . . . , xm), then we find a path c : [0, 1] → φ
−1(Rk × {(xk+1, . . . , xn)})
(the leaf of TP ∩ S through q) with c(1) = q and c(0) = q′ ∈ Σ satisfying
φ(q′) = (0, . . . , 0, xk+1, . . . , xn). Define α¯i(q) := P
1
c (a¯i(q
′)), where P 1c (a¯i(q
′)) is
the parallel translate of a¯i(q
′) along c at time 1 by the TP ∩ S-partial connection
∇. Since U is simply connected and ∇ is flat, parallel translation is independent
of the chosen path (see, for example, [Ili06]), hence the sections α¯i are ∇-parallel
sections of AG/(AG∩S) and form a pointwise basis of AG/(AG∩S) on U . Choose
representatives α1, . . . , αl ∈ Γ(AG) for α¯1, . . . , α¯l. Take αl+1, . . . , αr to be a frame
of AG∩S over U . Then α1, . . . , αr is a frame of AG over U composed of ∇-parallel
sections. 
3.3. The leaf space of an involutive multiplicative subbundle of TG. Let
G⇒P be a Lie groupoid and S ⊆ TG an involutive multiplicative subbundle. Then
S is completely integrable in the sense of Frobenius. Let pr : G → G/S be the
projection to the space of leaves of S.
It is easy to check that the intersection S ∩TP is an involutive subbundle of TP
and hence itself also completely integrable. Let P/S be the space of leaves of S∩TP
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in P and pr◦ the projection pr◦ : P → P/S. Note that by a theorem in [Jot10], S is
involutive if and only if S∩TP is involutive and S∩AG is a subalgebroid of AG. Let
P/S be the space of leaves of S ∩ TP in P and pr◦ the projection pr◦ : P → P/S.
For g, h ∈ G, we will write g ∼S h if g and h lie in the same leaf of S and
[g] := {h ∈ G | h ∼S g} for the leaf of S through g ∈ G. By the following
proposition, we can use the same notation for the equivalence relation defined by
the foliation by S ∩ TP on P . We will write [p]◦ for the leaf of S ∩ TP through
p ∈ P .
Note that g and h ∈ G lie in the same leaf of S if they can be joined by finitely
many flow curves of vector fields lying in FtS or F
s
S (see Corollary 3.9). For simplicity,
if g ∼S h, we will often assume without loss of generality that g and h can be joined
by one such integral curve.
We will see that if S is complete with some additional properties, then the space
G/S inherits a groupoid structure over P/S. If the foliations are simple, we will
get a Lie groupoid G/S⇒P/S. We start by showing that the structure maps ǫ, s,
t, i always induce maps on G/S.
Theorem 3.12. Let G⇒P be a Lie groupoid and S ⊆ TG an involutive, multi-
plicative subbundle.
(1) If p and q lie in the same leaf of S∩TP , then p and q seen as elements of G
lie in the same leaf of S. Hence, the map [ǫ] : P/S → G/S, pr ◦ǫ = [ǫ]◦pr◦,
is well-defined.
(2) Choose g, h ∈ G such that g ∼S h. Then s(g) ∼S s(h) and t(g) ∼S t(h) and
the maps [s], [t] : G/S → P/S defined by [s] ◦ pr = pr◦ ◦ s, [t] ◦ pr = pr◦ ◦ t
are well-defined.
(3) Choose g, h ∈ G such that g ∼S h. Then g
−1 ∼S h
−1. Hence, [i] : G/S →
G/S, [i] ◦ pr = pr ◦i, is well-defined.
Proof. (1) This is a standard fact about foliations that are compatible with
submanifolds.
(2) If g and h ∈ G are in the same leaf of S, we find by Corollary 3.9 smooth
s-descending vector fields X1, . . . , Xk ∈ Γ(S) and t1, . . . , tk ∈ R such that
h = φktk ◦ . . . ◦ φ
1
t1(g), where φ
i is the flow of the vector field Xi for each
i = 1, . . . , k. There exist then smooth vector fields X¯1, . . . , X¯k ∈ Γ(S ∩TP )
such that Xi ∼s X¯i, and hence, if φ¯
i is the flow of the vector field X¯i,
s ◦ φi = φ¯i ◦ s for i = 1, . . . , k. We compute then
s(h) = s
(
φktk ◦ . . . ◦ φ
1
t1(g)
)
= φ¯ktk ◦ . . . ◦ φ¯
1
t1(s(g)),
which shows that s(h) and s(g) lie in the same leaf of S ∩ TP . The map
[s] : G/S → P/S, [g] 7→ [s(g)]◦ is consequently well-defined. We show in
the same manner, but using this time the family (1), that [t] : G/S → P/S,
[g] 7→ [t(g)]◦ is well-defined (note that we don’t use here the completeness
of FtS).
(3) If g ∼S h, then there exists without loss of generality one smooth section
X ∈ Γ(S) and σ ∈ R such that g = φXσ (h). Since X(φ
X
τ (h)) ∈ S(φ
X
τ (h))
for all τ ∈ [0, σ], the curve c : [0, σ] → G, c(τ) = (φXτ (h))
−1 satisfies
c˙(τ) = TφXτ (h)i
(
X(φXτ (h))
)
∈ S(i(φXτ (h))) for all τ ∈ [0, σ]. The image of c
lies hence in the leaf of S through c(0) = h−1. Since c(σ) = g−1, we have
shown that h−1 ∼S g
−1.

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Hence, we have shown that the structure maps ǫ, s, t and i project to well-defined
maps on P/S and G/S and the following diagrams commute.
G
s
//
pr

P
pr
◦

G/S
[s]
// P/S
G
t
//
pr

P
pr
◦

G/S
[t]
// P/S
P
ǫ
//
pr
◦

G
pr

P/S
[ǫ]
// G/S
G
i
//
pr

G
pr

G/S
[i]
// G/S
On the existence of an induced multiplication. Assume that the leaf space
G/S has a groupoid structure over P/S such that the projection (pr, pr◦) is a
groupoid morphism. Then:
If g, h ∈ G are such that s(g) = t(h),
then [g] ⋆ [h] = [g ⋆ h].
Thus, the multiplication on G/S⇒P/S has to be defined as follows.
(6)
If [g], [h] ∈ G/S are such that [s]([g]) = [t]([h]), then the product of [g] and [h]
is given by [g] ⋆ [h] = [g′ ⋆ h], where g′ ∈ G is such that
g ∼S g
′ and s(g′) = t(h).
For this to be well-defined, we will have to assume that the following conditions
are satisfied.
For all g ∈ G, p ∈ P such that p ∼S s(g), there exists h ∈ G
such that h ∼S g and s(h) = p.(7)
For all g ∈ G and p := t(g) :
(
[p] ∩ s−1(p)
)
⋆ g = [g] ∩ s−1(s(g)).(8)
In Example 3.19 (taken from [Zam10, Example 6]), we have a Lie groupoid with
a multiplicative foliation such that (8) is not satisfied, and the leaf space does not
inherit a multiplication.
Condition (8) is satisfied for instance if all the intersections [g] ∩ t−1(t(g)) have
one connected component and are hence the leaves of the involutive vector bundle
T tG ∩ S. This is the case if the Lie groupoid is a Lie group, and also in Examples
3.2 and 3.3.
We will show later that, under some (rather strong) regularity conditions on the
family AS , (7) and (8) hold (see Proposition 3.18).
In the next lemma, we prove that (7) is always satisfied if S is complete.
Lemma 3.13. Let G⇒P be a Lie groupoid and S ⊆ TG be a complete multiplica-
tive involutive subbundle of TG. If g ∈ G and t(g) ∼S p ∈ P , then there exists
h ∈ G such that g ∼S h and t(h) = p. In the same manner, if s(g) ∼S p ∈ P ,
then there exists h ∈ G such that g ∼S h and s(h) = p. That is, condition (7) is
satisfied.
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Proof. Choose a vector field X¯ ∈ F¯tS and σ ∈ R such that p = φ
X¯
σ (t(g)). We find
then a t-descending vector field X ∼t X¯ defined at g. Since X¯ and X can be taken
complete by hypothesis, the integral curve of X starting at g is defined at σ and
we have t(φXτ (g)) = φ
X¯
τ (t(g)) for all τ ∈ [0, σ]. Set h := φ
X
σ (g), then h ∼S g and
t(h) = φX¯σ (t(g)) = p. 
We can now formulate our main theorem and complete its proof.
Theorem 3.14. Let G⇒P be a Lie groupoid and S a complete, multiplicative,
involutive subbundle of TG. Then there is an induced groupoid structure on the leaf
space G/S⇒P/S, such that (pr, pr◦) is a groupoid morphism, if and only if (8) is
satisfied.
Remark 3.15. Note that in general, the induced groupoid G/S⇒P/S is not a Lie
groupoid. As in the easier Lie group case, we get a Lie groupoid if the involutive
subbundles S ⊆ TG and S ∩ TP ⊆ TP are simple.
Note that if a Lie group G with Lie algebra g is simply connected, then any ideal
s ⊆ g integrates automatically to a closed, normal subgroup ([HN91]). Thus, the
space of leaves of a multiplicative subbundle S := sL = sR ⊆ TG is always a Lie
group. In the general case of a t-simply connected Lie groupoid, it is easy to see
that the leaf space of a multiplicative foliation is not necessarily a manifold. Take
for instance any manifold as a groupoid over itself (and hence t-simply connected)
and any non-simple foliation (that is automatically multiplicative) on the manifold.
Proof of Theorem 3.14. Assume that G/S⇒P/S is a groupoid such that (pr, pr◦)
is a groupoid morphism and choose g ∈ G. If h ∈ [g] ∩ s−1(s(g)), then we have
[h ⋆ g−1] = [h] ⋆ [g−1] = [g] ⋆ [g−1] = [t(g)] and hence
h = (h ⋆ g−1) ⋆ g ∈ ([t(g)] ∩ s−1(t(g))) ⋆ g.
The converse inclusion in (8) can be checked in the same manner.
Conversely, assume that (8) holds. We show that the multiplication (6) is well-
defined, i.e., that is doesn’t depend on the choice of the representatives g, h. Using
Theorem 3.12, the groupoid axioms are then easily verified to hold and the pro-
jection (pr, pr◦) is a groupoid morphism by definition of the structure maps of
G/S⇒P/S.
Choose [g] and [h] ∈ G/S such that [s]([g]) = [t]([h]). Then we have [s(g)] = [t(h)]
by definition of [s] and [t] and, by Lemma 3.13, there exists g′ ∈ [g] such that
s(g′) = t(h). For simplicity, assume that the chosen representative g already satisfies
this condition.
Assume that g, g′ are two such choices, i.e., g′ ∈ [g] and s(g′) = t(h) = s(g). By
(8), we have
[g ⋆ h] ∩ s−1(s(h)) =
(
[t(g)] ∩ s−1(t(g))
)
⋆ (g ⋆ h) =
(
[g] ∩ s−1(s(g))
)
⋆ h,
and hence g ⋆ h ∼S g
′ ⋆ h. That is, (6) doesn’t depend on the choice of the repre-
sentative g of [g]. By symmetry, (6) doesn’t depend on the choice of h. 
Example 3.16. Consider a t-connected Lie groupoid G⇒P and let a connected
Lie group H act freely and properly on G⇒P by Lie groupoid morphisms. Let
Φ : H × G → G be the action. That is, for all h ∈ H , the map Φh : G → G is a
groupoid morphism over the map φh := Φh|P : P → P . Let V ⊆ TG be the vertical
space of the action, i.e., V(g) = {ξG(g) | ξ ∈ h} for all g ∈ G, where h is the Lie
algebra of H .
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We check that V ⊆ TG is multiplicative. Choose ξG(g) ∈ V(g). Then we have
Tgt (ξG(g)) =
d
dt

t=0
t(Φexp(tξ)(g)) =
d
dt

t=0
φexp(tξ)(t(g))
= ξP (t(g)) ∈ V(t(g)) ∩ Tt(g)P
and in the same manner
Tgs (ξG(g)) ∈ V(s(g)) ∩ Ts(g)P.
This shows that V ∩ T sG = V ∩ T tG = {0} in this example.
If ξG(g) ∈ V(g) and ηG(g
′) ∈ V(g′) are such that
Tgs (ξG(g)) = Tgt (ηG(g
′)) ,
then we have s(g) = t(g′) =: p and
ξP (p) = ηP (p),
which implies ξ = η since the action is free. We get then
ξG(g) ⋆ ηG(g
′) = ξG(g) ⋆ ξG(g
′) =
d
dt

t=0
Φexp(tξ)(g) ⋆ Φexp(tξ)(g
′)
=
d
dt

t=0
Φexp(tξ)(g ⋆ g
′) = ξG(g ⋆ g
′) ∈ V(g ⋆ g′).
The inverse of ξG(g) is then ξG(g
−1) for all ξ ∈ h and g ∈ G.
Choose g ∈ G. Then we have
[g] ∩ s−1(s(g)) = {g′ ∈ G | s(g) = s(g′), ∃x ∈ H : x · g = g′} = {g},
since x · g = g′ implies x · s(g) = s(g′) = s(g) and hence x = e because the action of
H on P is assumed to be free. As a consequence, Condition (8)
[g] ∩ s−1(s(g)) =
(
[t(g)] ∩ s−1(t(g))
)
⋆ g
is satisfied in a trivial manner.
It follows also from the considerations above that the vector fields ξG are t- and
s-descending to ξP . Hence, V is spanned by complete vector fields, that are t-related
to complete vector fields.
Hence, we recover from Theorem 3.14 the fact that the quotient G/H⇒P/H
has the structure of a Lie groupoid such that the projections pr : G → G/H ,
pr◦ : P → P/H form a Lie groupoid morphism.
Remark 3.17. In discrete mechanics, the velocity space TQ of a configuration
space Q is replaced by Q × Q. The lift of a Lie group action by a Lie group H
on the configuration space is then naturally replaced by the diagonal action of H
on Q × Q. It is observed by [Wei96] that the Lagrangian formalism for discrete
mechanics can be generalized using groupoids. This idea has been developped by
[MMndDMn06] and [IMMdDM08]. In this setting, Lie group actions preserving
the geometric structure should be Lie group actions by Lie groupoid morphisms
as in the previous example. This suggests that Theorem 3.14 could be very useful
for reduction by distributions in the context of discrete mechanics and discrete
mechanics on Lie groupoids.
We show now that under additional conditions on the family AS , (7) and (8) are
satisfied if the Lie groupoid is t-connected. We will assume that:
• The elements of AS are globally defined.
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• The images of the elements of AS under the anchor are complete. This
implies that the corresponding left invariant vector fields on G are also
complete (see [Mac05, Theorem 3.6.4]).
Proposition 3.18. Let G⇒P be a t-connected Lie groupoid and S ⊆ TG an invo-
lutive, multiplicative subbundle. Assume that AS is a family of global sections of
AG, with complete images under the anchor. Then (7) and (8) are satisfied and
there is hence an induced groupoid structure on the leaf space G/S⇒P/S, such that
(pr, pr◦) is a groupoid morphism.
Proof. Since AG is spanned by AS and G⇒P is t-connected, each element h of G
can be written
h = RExp(t1a1) ◦ . . . ◦RExp(tnan)(t(h))
with n ∈ N, a1, . . . , an ∈ A
S and t1, . . . , tn ∈ R. Without loss of generality, we
can assume in the following that n = 1 and we set a1 =: a, t1 =: t. That is,
h = Exp(ta)(t(h)). By hypothesis, for all t ∈ R, the bisection Exp(ta) is globally
defined on P .
Equation (5) implies that the flow of al, which is equal to RExp(·a), leaves S
invariant. As a consequence, if g′ ∼S g, then RExp(τa)(g
′) ∼S RExp(τa)(g) for all τ .
In particular, if q ∈ P is S ∩ TP -related to t(h), then h = RExp(ta)(t(h)) ∼S
RExp(ta)(q) = Exp(ta)(q) and Exp(ta)(q) is such that t (Exp(ta)(q)) = q. This
implies (7), by using the inversion.
Furthermore, if s(g′) = s(g) = t(h), we get g′ ⋆ h = Rh(g
′) = RExp(ta)(g
′) ∼S
RExp(ta)(g) = Rh(g) = g ⋆ h. 
We end this paragraph with an example of a multiplicative foliation which leaf
space is not a groupoid.
Example 3.19 ([Zam10]). Let P be the trivial circle bundle over the open 2-disk
D, but with one point removed in the fiber over 0 ∈ D. We write P = Sˆ1 → D ,
where Sˆ1p denotes the circle for all non-zero p ∈ D, while Sˆ
1
0 is the circle with a point
removed. Note that π1(P ) = Z, generated by any of the circle fibers. It is easy to
see that the universal cover of P is P˜ = (D×R) \ ({0}×Z). We write P˜ = Rˆ→ D
as a bundle over D, where Rˆp = R for non-zero p ∈ D and Rˆ0 = R \ Z.
Consider the Lie groupoid G := Rˆ×ZRˆ⇒P , where the action of Z = π1(P ) is the
diagonal action by deck transformations. Let π be the projection Rˆ× Rˆ→ Rˆ×Z Rˆ,
(p1, x1, p2, x2) coordinates on Rˆ× Rˆ and (p, x) coordinates on P . The subbundle of
T (Rˆ×Rˆ) spanned by ∂x1 and ∂x2 is easily seen to project under π to a multiplicative
subbundle S of TG. The intersection SP := S ∩ TP is the span of ∂x and we find
P/SP ≃ D.
The leaves of S almost coincide with the fibers of the natural projection onto
D×D: for (p1, p2) ∈ D×D, the leaf L[p1,x1,p2,x2] of S through g = [p1, x1, p2, x2] ∈ G
is:

Lg = {[(p1, t1, p2, t2)] | t1, t2 ∈ R} if p1 6= 0 and p2 6= 0,
Lg = {[(p1, t1, p2, t2)] | t1 ∈ R \ Z, t2 ∈ R} if p1 = 0 and p2 6= 0,
Lg = {[(p1, t1, p2, t2)] | t1 ∈ R, t2 ∈ R \ Z} if p1 6= 0 and p2 = 0,
Lg = {[(p1, t1, p2, t2)] | t1 ∈ ([x1], [x1] + 1), t2 ∈ ([x2], [x2] + 1)} if p1 = p2 = 0.
Thereby, for x ∈ R, [x] is the biggest integer smaller than x. In other words, the
leaf through [p1, x1, p2, x2] is a cylinder if p1 6= 0 and p2 6= 0, a rectangle if either p1
or p2 vanishes, and, over (0, 0) ∈ D ×D, we have the quotient of (R \ Z)× (R \ Z)
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by the diagonal Z-action, which consists of countably many leaves. Hence the leaf
space is D̂ ×D, where the latter denotes the non-Hausdorff manifold obtained from
D ×D replacing (0, 0) with a copy of Z.
Is it easy to see that, as shown in Theorem 3.12, there are well-defined “source”
and “target” maps D̂ ×D → D such that
G = Rˆ×Z Rˆ
pr
//
s

t

D̂ ×D
[s]

[t]

P = Sˆ pr
◦
// D
commutes, but the multiplication does not descend to the quotient. Indeed, consider
(0, p) ∈ D̂ ×D where p is non-zero. A preimage under pr is [(0, µ1), (p, x)] where
µ1 ∈ R \ Z and x ∈ R are arbitrary. Similarly, we consider (p, 0) ∈ D̂ ×D and
as a preimage we pick [(p, x), (0, µ2)] where again µ2 ∈ R \ Z is arbitrary. Now
multiplying these two elements of G we obtain [(0, µ1), (0, µ2)]. The value of its
projection under pr depends on the concrete choice of µ1 and µ2. This shows that
D̂ ×D does not have an induced groupoid structure. In the same manner, one can
see that (8) is not satisfied.
The Lie algebroid of G⇒P is the projection under Tπ of the restriction to ∆
Rˆ
of
the subbundle {0} × T Rˆ of T (Rˆ× Rˆ) = T Rˆ× T Rˆ. The vector fields on the second
copy of D and ∂x2 are π-related in this manner to ∇-parallel sections of AG. It is
easy to see using points as above that the conditions for Proposition 3.18 are not
satisfied here.
Tangent and cotangent spaces of the quotient. We end this section with the
following lemma, which will be useful for the proof of Theorem 4.4. The proof is a
straightforward computation that is left to the reader.
Lemma 3.20. In the setting of Theorem 3.14, if G/S⇒P/S is a Lie groupoid
and (pr, pr◦) a pair of smooth surjective submersions, choose v[g] ∈ T[g](G/S) and
v[h] ∈ T[h](G/S) such that T[g][s]v[g] = T[h][t]v[h]. Then we can assume without loss
of generality that s(g) = t(h). If vg ∈ TgG and vh ∈ ThG are such that Tg pr vg = v[g]
and Th pr vh = v[h], then there exists wg ∈ S(g) such that Tgs(vg − wg) = Thtvh.
We have then Tg⋆h pr((vg − wg) ⋆ vh) = v[g] ⋆ v[h].
If α[g] ∈ T
∗
[g](G/S) and α[h] ∈ T
∗
[h](G/S) are such that [ˆs](α[g]) = [ˆt](α[h]), then
sˆ((Tg pr)
∗α[g]) = (Ts(g) pr)
∗ sˆ(α[g]), tˆ((Th pr)
∗α[h]) = (Tt(h) pr)
∗ tˆ(α[h]),
hence sˆ
(
(Tg pr)
∗α[g]
)
= tˆ
(
(Th pr)
∗α[h]
)
and we have
((Tg pr)
∗α[g]) ⋆ ((Th pr)
∗α[h]) = (Tg⋆h pr)
∗(α[g] ⋆ α[h]).
4. An application
We use Theorem 3.14 to study how a theorem in [Ort08] (see also [Jot11b]) about
the shape of Dirac Lie groups generalizes to Dirac groupoids.
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The Pontryagin bundle PM = TM×M T
∗M of a smooth manifold M is endowed
with the non-degenerate symmetric fiberwise bilinear form of signature
(dimM, dimM) given by
(9) 〈(vm, αm), (wm, βm)〉 = αm(wm) + βm(vm)
for allm ∈M , vm, wm ∈ TmM and αm, βm ∈ T
∗
mM . An almost Dirac structure (see
[Cou90]) onM is a Lagrangian vector subbundle D ⊂ PM . That is, D coincides with
its orthogonal relative to (9) and so its fibers are necessarily dimM -dimensional.
Let (M,D) be an almost Dirac manifold. For each m ∈ M , the almost Dirac
structure D defines a subspace G0(m) ⊂ TmM by
G0(m) := {vm ∈ TmM | (vm, 0) ∈ D(m)}.
The distribution G0 = ∪m∈MG0(m) is not necessarily smooth.
The almost Dirac structure D is a Dirac structure if its set of sections is closed
under the Courant-Dorfman bracket, i.e.,
(10) [(X,α), (Y, β)] = ([X,Y ],£Xβ − iY dα) ∈ Γ(D)
for all (X,α), (Y, β) ∈ Γ(D). The class of Dirac structures generalizes the one of
Poisson manifolds in the sense of the following example.
Example 4.1. LetM be a smooth manifold endowed with a globally defined bivec-
tor field π ∈ Γ
(∧2
TM
)
. Then Dπ ⊆ PM defined by
Dπ(m) =
{
(π♯(αm), αm) | αm ∈ T
∗
mM
}
for all m ∈M,
where π♯ : T ∗M → TM is defined by π♯(α) = π(α, ·) ∈ X(M) for all α ∈ Ω1(M), is
an almost Dirac structure on M . It is a Dirac structure if and only if the Schouten
bracket of the bivector field with itself vanishes, [π, π] = 0, that is, if and only if
(M,π) is a Poisson manifold.
Let (M,DM ) and (N,DN ) be two (almost) Dirac manifolds and Φ : M → N
a smooth map. Then Φ is a forward Dirac map if for all n ∈ N , m ∈ Φ−1(n)
and (vn, αn) ∈ DN (n) there exists (vm, αm) ∈ DM (m) such that TmΦvm = vn and
αm = (TmΦ)
∗αn.
Let G⇒P be a Lie groupoid. Recall that the Pontryagin bundle of G has then a
Lie groupoid structure over TP ×P A
∗G.
Definition 4.2 ([Ort09]). An (almost) Dirac groupoid is a Lie groupoid G ⇒ P
endowed with an (almost) Dirac structure DG such that DG ⊆ TG×G T
∗G is a Lie
subgroupoid. The (almost) Dirac structure is then said to be multiplicative.
If G is a Lie group, i.e., with P = {e}, an (almost) Dirac structure DG on G is
multiplicative if the multiplication m : (G × G,DG ⊕ DG) → (G,DG) is a forward
Dirac map. It is shown in [Ort08], [Jot11b], that the induced distribution G0 on
G is multiplicative, hence left and right invariant and equal to G0 = g
L
0 = g
R
0 for
some ideal g0 ⊆ g in the Lie algebra g of G. Thus, G0 is automatically an involutive
subbundle of TG for any multiplicative almost Dirac structure on the Lie group
G. The leaf N of G0 through e is then a normal subgroup of G and if it is closed,
the quotient G/G0 = G/N is a Lie group such that the projection q : G → G/N
is a smooth surjective submersion. If (G,DG) is a Dirac Lie group and N ⊆ G
is a closed subgroup, the quotient G/N inherits a Poisson structure π such that
q : (G,DG) → (G/N, π) is a forward Dirac map and (G/N, π) is a Poisson Lie
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group. Furthermore, (G/N, π) is a Poisson homogeneous space of the Dirac Lie
group (G,DG) ([Jot11b]).
The fact that the characteristic distribution of an almost Dirac Lie group is
always multiplicative is a special case of the fact that the characteristic distribution
of an almost Dirac groupoid is always multiplicative, as shows the next proposition.
Proposition 4.3. Let (G⇒P,DG) be an (almost) Dirac groupoid. Then the sub-
bundle G0 ⊆ TG is a (set) subgroupoid over TP ∩ G0.
Proof. Choose a composable pair (g, h) ∈ G×P G and vg ∈ G0(g), vh ∈ G0(h) such
that Tgs(vg) = Tht(vh). Then we have (vg, 0g) ∈ DG(g), (vh, 0h) ∈ DG(h) such that
Ts(vg, 0g) = (Tgs(vg), 0s(g)) = (Tgt(vh), 0t(h)) = Tt(vh, 0h) and hence Tt(vg, 0g) ∈
DG(t(g)), Ts(vg , 0g) ∈ DG(s(g)), (vg, 0g)
−1 ∈ DG(g
−1) and (vg, 0g) ⋆ (vh, 0h) ∈
DG(g ⋆ h). Since (vg , 0g)
−1 = (v−1g , 0g−1) and (vg, 0g) ⋆ (vh, 0h) = (vg ⋆ vh, 0g⋆h),
this shows that Tgs(vg) ∈ G0(s(g)), Tgt(vg) ∈ G0(t(g)), v
−1
g ∈ G0(g
−1) and vg ⋆ vh ∈
G0(g ⋆ h). 
Yet, the situation in the general case of an (almost) Dirac groupoid is more
involved than in the Lie groups case. First of all, the induced distribution G0 has
not automatically constant rank on G anymore. If it is smooth, it is in general not
completely integrable in the sense of Stefan and Sussmann, unless DG is a Dirac
structure. For instance, each manifold can be seen as a (trivial) groupoid over itself
(i.e., with t = s = IdM ) and any (almost) Dirac manifold can thus be seen as an
(almost) Dirac groupoid, which will, in general not satisfy these conditions. Thus,
trivial Dirac groupoids yield already many examples of Dirac groupoids for which
G0 is not an involutive subbundle of TG. (The class of Dirac groupoids described
in the next theorem seems hence to be a small class of examples.)
If G0 associated to a Dirac groupoid (G⇒P,DG) is assumed to be a vector bundle
on G, then we are in the same situation as in the group case.
We know by Theorem 3.14 that we have to assume that G0 is complete and
satisfies (8) to ensure that the leaf space G/G0 inherits a multiplication map and
hence to show that there exists a Poisson groupoid structure on the quotient G/G0.
The next theorem shows that, under these conditions, we obtain the same result
as the one that is already known in the group case.
Theorem 4.4. Let (G⇒P,DG) be a Dirac groupoid. Assume that G0 is a subbundle
of TG, that it is complete and that (8) holds. If the leaf spaces G/G0 and P/G0 have
smooth manifold structures such that the projections are submersions, then there is
an induced multiplicative Poisson structure on the Lie groupoid G/G0 ⇒ P/G0, such
that the projection pr : G→ G/G0 is a forward Dirac map.
Proof. Recall that since DG is assumed to be a Dirac structure, the subbundle
G0 ⊆ TG is involutive. Since G0 is multiplicative by Proposition 4.3 and all the
hypotheses for Theorem 3.14 are hence satisfied, we get that G/G0⇒P/G0 has the
structure of a Lie groupoid such that if pr : G→ G/G0 and pr◦ : P → P/G0 are the
projections, then (pr, pr◦) is a Lie groupoid morphism.
We have DG∩(TG×GG0
◦) = DG∩(TG×GP1) = DG and [Γ(G0×G{0}),Γ(DG)] ⊆
Γ(DG) because DG is Dirac. Hence, by a result in [Zam08] (see also [JRZ11]), we
find that the Dirac structure pushes-forward to the quotient G/G0. The (almost)
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Dirac structure pr(DG) is given by
pr(DG)([g]) =

(v[g], α[g]) ∈ PG/G0([g])
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∃vg ∈ TgG such that
(vg, (Tg pr)
∗α[g]) ∈ DG(g)
and Tg pr vg = v[g]


for all g ∈ G. The fact that pr(DG) is a Dirac structure follows DG being a Dirac
structure. If (v[g], 0) ∈ pr(DG)([g]), there exists vg ∈ TgG such that Tg pr vg = v[g]
and (vg, 0) ∈ DG(g). But then we get vg ∈ G0(g) and hence v[g] = Tg pr vg = 0[g].
This shows that the characteristic distribution G0 associated to the Dirac structure
pr(DG) is trivial, and since it is integrable, pr(DG) is the graph of the vector bundle
homomorphism T ∗(G/G0)→ T (G/G0) associated to a Poisson bivector on G/G0.
We have then to show that the Dirac structure pr(DG) on G/G0 is multiplica-
tive. Choose (v[g], α[g]) ∈ pr(DG)([g]) and (v[h], α[h]) ∈ pr(DG)([h]) such that
Ts(v[g], α[g]) = Tt(v[h], α[h]). We can then assume without loss of generality that
s(g) = t(h) (see Lemma 3.20). By the definition of pr(DG), we find then vg ∈ TgG
and vh ∈ ThG such that Tg pr vg = v[g], Th pr vh = v[h] and (vg, (Tg pr)
∗α[g]) ∈
DG(g), (vh, (Th pr)
∗α[h]) ∈ DG(h). Since
Ts(vg, (Tg pr)
∗α[g]) ∈ DG(s(g))
and
Ts(g) pr(Tgsvg) = T[g]sv[g],
(Ts(g) pr)
∗(s(α[g])) = sˆ((Tg pr)
∗α[g]),
we find that
Ts(v[g], α[g]) ∈ pr(DG)(s[g]).
In the same manner, we get that Tt(v[g], α[g]) ∈ pr(DG)(t[g]) and the Dirac structure
is closed under the source and target maps on PG/G0 .
By Lemma 3.20, we find wg ∈ G0(g) such that Tgs(vg − wg) = Thtvh and
Tg⋆h pr((vg −wg) ⋆ vh) = v[g] ⋆ v[h]. By the same Lemma, we have sˆ((Tg pr)
∗α[g]) =
tˆ((Th pr)
∗α[h]) and (Tg pr)
∗α[g] ⋆ (Th pr)
∗α[h] = (Tg⋆h pr)
∗(α[g] ⋆ α[h]). The pairs
(vg−wg, (Tg pr)
∗α[g]) ∈ DG(g) and (vh, (Th pr)
∗α[h]) ∈ DG(h) are hence compatible
and their product,
((vg − wg) ⋆ vh, (Tg⋆h pr)
∗(α[g] ⋆ α[h]))
is an element of DG(g ⋆ h). Since it pushes forward to (v[g] ⋆ v[h], α[g] ⋆ α[h]), we find
that (v[g] ⋆ v[h], α[g] ⋆ α[h]) ∈ pr(DG)([g] ⋆ [h]).
It remains to show that the inverse (v[g], α[g])
−1 is an element of pr(DG)([g]
−1).
Recall that [g]−1 = [g−1]. We have (vg , (Tg pr)
∗α[g])
−1 ∈ DG(g
−1). Since
(
(Tg pr)
∗α[g]
)
⋆
(
(Tg−1 pr)
∗α−1[g]
)
= tˆ((Tg pr)
∗α[g])
and in the same manner(
(Tg−1 pr)
∗α−1[g]
)
⋆
(
(Tg pr)
∗α[g]
)
= sˆ((Tg pr)
∗α[g]),
we find that (Tg−1 pr)
∗α−1[g] = ((Tg pr)
∗α[g])
−1. Since (pr, pr◦) is a morphism of Lie
groupoids, we find also that Tg−1 pr(v
−1
g ) = (Tg pr vg)
−1 = v−1[g] . Thus,
(vg, (Tg pr)
∗α[g])
−1 ∈ DG(g
−1) pushes forward to (v[g], α[g])
−1, which is conse-
quently an element of pr(DG)([g]
−1). 
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Example 4.5 (Trivial example). Let G⇒P be a t-connected Lie groupoid and
S ⊆ TG a multiplicative, involutive subbundle. Then, if S◦ ⊆ T ∗G is the annihilator
of S, the Dirac structure D = S⊕S◦ is multiplicative with characteristic distribution
equal to S. If S is complete and simple, then the reduced Poisson groupoid is just
the trivial Poisson groupoid (G/S⇒P/S, π = 0).
Remark 4.6. In the situation of the previous theorem, the multiplicative subbundle
G0 of TG has constant rank on G. In particular, the intersection TP∩G0 is a smooth
vector bundle over P and for each g ∈ G, the restriction to G0(g) of the target map,
Tgt : G0(g) → G0(t(g)) ∩ Tt(g)P , is surjective (see Lemma 3.5). By a theorem in
[Jot10], there exists then a Dirac structure DP on P such that t : (G,DG)→ (P,DP )
is a forward Dirac map. Since (G/G0⇒P/G0, pr(DG)) is a Poisson groupoid, we
know also by a theorem in [Wei88] that there is a Poisson structure {· , ·}P/G0 on
P/G0 such that [t] : (G/G0, pr(DG)) → (P/G0, {· , ·}P/G0) is a forward Dirac map.
It is easy to check that the map pr◦ : (P,DP ) → (P/G0, {· , ·}P/G0) is then also a
forward Dirac map, i.e., D{· ,·}P/G0 is the forward Dirac image of DP under pr◦.
Remark 4.7. In the Lie group case, the Poisson Lie group (G/N, q(DG)) associated
to a Dirac Lie group (G,DG) satisfying the necessary regularity assumptions was
also a Poisson homogeneous space of the Dirac Lie group. In general, the Poisson
groupoid associated to the Dirac groupoid is not a Poisson homogeneous space of
the Dirac groupoid since the quotient G/G0 is not a homogeneous space of the Lie
groupoid G⇒P .
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